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I. INTRODUCTION

Earlier work I showed that a clear, high-visibility, central fringe was

observable in interference patterns of multiline HF laser radiation when these

patterns were produced by a scanning Mach-Zehnder interferometer (HZ). The

purpose of the work was to explore questions raised in a parallel multiline

laser-amplifier phase-matching proposal.2 A demonstration of active, temporal

phase matching of two amplified, multiline HF laser beai. was desired. This

meant locking the interferometer to the central fringe.

In the present work two superposed ultiline HF laser bea in the direct

exit of a phase-locked HZ Interferometer were actively phase-matched at zero

optical path difference (OPD). The interferometer acted as the producer,

phase controller, and phase analyzer of the two beam. The phase-lock system

was a mirror-dither hill-climbing servo.

Phase matching of the bern in the direct exit of the MZ is a necessary

condition for the MZ to produce a zero-intensity infinite fringe in its

indirect exit. This Indirect-exit intensity was monitored to control the

servo system and evaluate the system's performance. The servo system operated

electro-optically to minimize this intensity. It employed a small-amplitude

oscillation, or dither, of one of the MZ mirrors and a control feedback loop

to lock the HZ to an interference fringe. The response of the system was

tested. A method was found to check alignment of the HZ to the central fringe

while the HZ was locked.

Amplification was to be provided for only one beam, the other being

considered to have zero gain. Laser amplification in one leg of the

interferometer provided gain of 122 per cm (gain length L - 17 cm) on some

lines of the multiline beam. This did not prevent phase-locking of the

Interferomster. It did affect the visibility of the interference fringes in

the interferometer exits so that phase-matching was no longer easily identi-

fied by a zero of Intensity in the indirect exit.
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Patterns of fringe intensity as a function of OPD were recorded by an

array spectrometer. From the reduced visibility of these single-line

patterns, gain on each line could be measured at 3-ms intervals from each

fringe of a 500-m scan. Theoretically, visibility of single-line fringe

patterns should not be altered by any phase shift induced by resonant refrac-

tive index In the amplifier. Visibility of the multiline central fringe,

however, should be reduced by dispersion-induced phase mismatch between the

various single-line fringe patterns, as well as by single-line gains. The

visibility of the multiline central fringe with gain was found to be entirely

attributable to the reductions in single-line visibilities that result from

gain, within experimental error. This implied that the laser amplifier used

did not show a significant degree of dispersion. The technique may be

applicable to measuring the degree of dispersion mismatch between two larger,

parallel, sultiline amplifiers.
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II* THEORY

The following analysis was performed to derive expessions; for Intensity

as a functios of O1VD In a NZ (Fig. la) when the beam splitters are M0 ref lec-

tive. The Intensities I* and I- are the Interference intensities of two

collimeer beans In the two exits of the HZ when It is adjusted for inf inite

fringes (PIg. lb). In the analysis the bean In one leg of the interferomter

experiences selective amplif ication of se spectral lines (Fig. 1c).* The

direct exit is the exit whose output I* Is parallel to the Input beau.. The

Indirect exit, As the exit in which one beam has suffered Internal reflection

as dictated by thi experimental setup (fig. id)e

M ificaii Invoivet resonant dispersion In the amplifier msdius. The

emaelysis, ineoudes ises. an order to describe the effect of dispersion on

jepral pbpae dSctng whet the parallel amplifiers "sed are not Identical*

* hs problem 1 dIsp~ersion. _to pra3lW mltiline amplifiers is similar to the

*m4 for a dispersios-compeasation plate In the product ion of wite-light

*ni~in ai~~iesaintrfsmer. In the parallel amplifier case, each,
Av re qlf sak oe f i -"res pm mesAtor f or the other. Dispersion In a

2lam selifiis depieods an Intersotionf of the amplifier mediumn with the

driving esellitor beam and must- be tompensated. by Identical amplifiers driven

gIdentical' bea *alm# the dispersion Is negligible*

DbluW dAeperaion was Ospected to affect phase-locking of the Inter-

foreaie fthrW its eftet on central-fringe visibility, A equation is
dexived Ini the saslys" .to describe inltilins, central-fringe visibility In
term of aigle-Uue fringe Intensities to compare fringe-scan data and look
for evIdence of dispersive phase mismatch (E9q. (17)).

The use of collinear output beams simplified our experiments. A descrip-
ti~s of the dither system of coherent optical adaptive technique (COAT) in-
v4eing opm~ally separated beans and their far-fieold spatial coherence Is
faead io f. 4.
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Two superposed beam of monochromatic radiation, having intensities I

and 12 in the direct exit of the HZ, form infinite interference fringes of

intensity I+. I+ depends upon the phase difference 6+ between the waves after

they pass through the HZ. 5

I+ = I, + 12 + 2 VI I1 2 cos06 (1)

The phase difference 6+ depends on the optical pathlength difference (OPD) X

in the HZ. OPD becomes Z - X + (n - I)L for a region of length L and ref rac-

tive index n in one leg of the HZ if this region is not matched by a similar

region in the other leg, and

6+ 2Z (2)A

where A is the wavelength of the radiation. Since the two beam splitters are

50% reflective, I1 M 12 - 1/4 I, where I is the input intensity into the HZ.

Therefore,

1/2 1 + cos =,Z (3)

In the indirect exit the phase of one beam is shifted by w rad because of

internal reflection at the second beamsplitter. So

- +
6- - 6 + (4)

Therefore, in the indirect exit

-1/21(Uw cos = X (5)

Written together, Eqs. (3) and (5) are

S1/21(1 2Z.) (6)

9
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The intensity of one of the Interfering beams, after experiencing gain g In

the amplifier In one leg of the HZ, is

II(g) - I1(0) egL _ 1/41 egL (7)

Iquation 6 becomes, for the case of gain in one beam,

*(g) - 1/41 ( + egL * 2 egL/2 Cos-2) (8)

Maximum intensity in either exit occurs when the cosine is (*) unity:

I*(g).a x - 1/4 1 (1 + egL/2)2 (9)

Simultaneously, In the opposite exit, minimum intensity is

1*(g).i n - 1/41 (1 - egL/ 2 ) 2  (10)

From Eqs. (9) and (10), for g > 0

9 2 max min (11)

max min

where we have dropped the * and (g) notation. This permits a pointwise

measurement of g from a single-line fringe-intensity scan by a calculation

similar to that used for fringe visibility V, namely,

V max I min  (12)I +1
max min

For multiline beams with wavelengths A1, intensities are simply additive,

neglecting mode beating. Equation (6) becomes

10



1* - 1/2 10 CO A 2 1  (13)

Wihen Ai experience gains g1 and refractive indices n1 in the amplifier,

Sq. (8) become

giL/i

Assuming no dispersion, flj n for all i and

I*(g1) - 1/41, [1 + egiL * 2eg1LI2 iCOBsf (15)

The maximum and minimum intensities occur In the direct and Indirect exits,

respectively, when Z -0 (zero OFD):

I*(g) WX = 1/4 y s+e * 2e giL/ 2) (16)

(sin)

Therefore the direct-output malt iline. maximum intensity with gain at zero OPD

is still a simple sum of the single-line maximum intensities [cf Eq. (9)1.
Ai

For HF lasers Ii1 varies from Aj by at most - for all i, J. Therefore, the

phase mismatch of AInterference patterns of Aand Ajnear the direct-output

minimum at Z v-y sa ot rad, because of wavelength difference.

This makes the direct-output mualtiline central-fringe minimum Intensity with
gain very nearly the sum of the single-line minima with gain as long as ni an
for all i. Hence, In the absence of dispersion, the visibility V(Z - 0) of

the multiline central fringe Is calculable from the intensity maxima and

minims of the direct-output single-line central fringes, I.e.,

max mm)-1 1'i (17)
11Max + mmi

where the sum are taken over all single-line central fringes.



The above relationship does not hold true at non-zero values of OPD,

simply because the various single-line patterns of fringe intensity a. a func-

tion of OPD are out of phase with each other because of their unlike wave-

lengths. That relationship also fails to hold true for the central fringe if

values of ni are significantly unlike, but in this case the phase mismatch is

caused by dispersion. A unique zero OPD does not exist simultaneously for all

slngle-line interference patterns when some are phase-shifted relative to

others. The maximum phase shift resulting from resonant dispersion in our

amplifier Is expected to be about * . rad, relative to the reference leg, for

some lines. This means that the sine-wave interference intensity patterns of

two spectral lines in the NZ could experience a phase shift of 3 relative to5
one another. The addition of two such shifted patterns of equal amplitude and

approximately equal wavelength would produce a decrease in their combined

visibility from V(Z - 0) - 1.0 to V - 0.81 in the presence of dispersion. We

are referring here to one amplifier with dispersion, but no gain, in one leg

of the MZ [Eq. (13)1; gain would further reduce visibility [Eq. (15)].

Dispersion is always present in any optical system and we want to know

its magnitude and how it affects the system. More important, for parallel

amplifiers we need to know how different is the dispersion in one amplifier

fro tiat in another when both are driven by the same input function. To

answer this question we constructed a system to continuously phase-match two

Identical beams, then successfully used that system with one beam amplified.

Finally, we measured and analyzed typical single-line gains and their combined

effect on multiline central-fringe visibility.

12



IIIe EXPERIINTAL

Figure Id shows the complete layout of the experiments. The multiline HF

probe-laser 6 ' 7 was constrained to the TEMoo mode by a 2-mm aperture. The

laser cavity length of 50 cm permitted only one strong longitudinal mode per

line. This ensured that each spectral line was essentially monochromatic.

Cavity-length changes, induced by a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) driving the

cavity mirror, permitted induced fluctuations in the probe-laser output-

spectrum (see Results, para. 4). The mirror was a concave gold-surfaced

copper mirror having a 2- radius of curvature. The output coupler was a

952 reflective germanium flat that was antireflection coated on one surface.

The ultillne laser beam consisted of up to six lines of the HF vibra-

tional-rotational spectrum. The beam is shown analyzed in Fig. 1 by the

rotating-grating spectrometer that scanned the dispersed lines serially, once

per second, across an InAs room-temperature detector D5. All detectors had

amplifiers with resultant frequency response of > 30 k~z. The spectrum was

displayed on scope 3. Detector D4 was used to monitor fluctuations in total

power (see Results, para. 4). Sanded salt windows 83 and 84 were used to

diffuse the beam to keep detectors and amplifiers within their linear regime

of sensitivity. Dean power at the laser was 3 W with a diameter of 2 me and a

divergence of 2 urad.

Half of the power was diverted by beam splitter B5 for analysis. The

other half entered the HZ through beam splitter 1. This and B2 were 3-in.

diameter zinc selenide flats that were antireflection coated on one side and

dielectrically coated on the other side for 502 reflectivity at X W 2.7 pa and

30 degrees angle of incidence. Hence the incident bea was split into two

Identical beam at the front surface of 31. The two beams were then reflected

by gold-surfaced mirrors KJ and M2. Mirror M2 was scannable over several

centimeters1 by a translation mount fitted with a micrometer screw drive that

could be turned uniformly by a 480-rpm synchronous motor. This mirror was

also scannable electronically about 8 Us in response to 0-1000-V dc input to

its PZT mirror mount. Each beam was again split in two at the reflective sur-

13
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face of 32. To align the HZ, its optical elements were adjusted while diffuse

light from an extended-source sodium arc lamp was viewed through the MZ.

Infinite fringes of uniform intensity observed at the exit aperture, and at a

distance of 2 m from it, ensured superposition of the outgoing beams in both

MZ exits.

The Intensities I+ and l- of the two beams were measured by detectors DI

and D2 and displayed on oscilloscopes I (upper trace on scope 1, Fig. 1) and 2

(lower trace on scope 2, fig. 1). OPD was varied uniformly at 7 mm/s (4 mm/s

mirror movement) and a scan of the multtline interference fringes through zero

OPD was produced and recorded on scope L From this record (see Results,

paras. 6 and 7), fringe intensities could be measured and visibilities calcu-

lated. Adjustment of the HZ to zero OPD was checked by producing white light

fringes using collimated light from a zirconium arc source. The white-light

fringes were visible to the eye and were detected by a 1P28 photomultplier to

produce a fringe record. White-light zero OPD was about 13 11 fringes, or

about 35 in OPD, from the IR zero-OPD position; this results because beam

splitters 31 and 32 differ slightly in thickness, which creates an effective

dispersion mismatch between the white light and the I1 beams. To set the HZ

to zero OPD, the mirror was moved from the white-light zero-OPD thirteen IR

fringes to the IR zero-OPD position. Infrared fringe intensities were moni-

tored on the scope. This process caused the beams to be shifted laterally

about 20 Un from their established collinearity. Single-line fringe scans

show that this did not decrease fringe visibility. The beam width was about 5
m in diameter (FWHM) at the HZ exit.

The array spectrometer was an Optical Engineering, Inc. model 16-8 laser

spectrum analyzer with a specially made array of InAs detectors and amplifiers

fixed to its output. The beam was focused by a 22-cm radius-of-curvature

aluminum-surfaced mirror through the entrance slit of the spectrometer to a

grating that dispersed the various lines, each to its own detector. This gave

a continuous reading of the direct-exit intensity I+ on each line. These

intensities were still subject to HZ OPD and produced single-line fringe-

intensity scans when OPD was scanned (see Results, paras. 6 and 7). Hence the

14



single-line and sultilins fringe scans were produced siultaneously. Each

array detector had its own amplifier that required calibration. Calibration

was done by mane of a continuous spectrum that was recorded from the array

simultaneously with a single-sweep spectrum from the rotating-grating

spectrometer,

The HZ was constructed with a laser amplifier in one leg. This was the

gain region of the Aerospace supersonic-diffusion HF laser fitted with a 36-

slit nozzle of gain length L - 17 ca. The beam was centered at Xc - 1.0 cm

downstrem from the nozzle exit, which gave a gain of about 12% per ca on some

lines. 8 The beam diameter was about 4 a at the nozzle, which gave an average

input intensity of about 5 W/ca 2 . Compensation for the amplifier windows was

provided by two Cal2 windows In the other lag of the HZ. This made It pos-

sible to use white-light fringes for alignment. All four windows were

approximately perpendicular to the optical axes.

The phase-lock system consisted of an Infrasil-plate bean splitter B4, an

InAs detector D3, a lock-in amplifier (PAR model 128A), a sine-wave generator,

a zero-gain operational-amplifier mixer (Tektronix type-0 plug-in unit), a

high-voltage operational amplifier (Burleigh PZ-70), a PZT mirror driver

(Surleigh Pi-80), and the NZ itself, the output intensities of which were

functions of OPD and, therefore, of the position of the HZ PZT-driven mirror.

The object of the control loop was to ainimize continuously the indirect out-

put intensity I- from the HZ. A sample of I- was taken by 54 and monitored by

D3. Infinite fringes of zero intensity in the indirect exit implied phase

satching in the direct exit of the HZ.

The sine-wave signal of 0.3-V-pek-to-peak amplitude and frequency f -

500 Hz was amplifLed to 60 V by the PZ-70. This gave the PZT-driven HZ mirror

an axial oscillation of about 0.a vm peak to peak and varied OPD In the HZ by

about 0.5 m peak to peak, or about a, at frequency f. Ideally zero OPD

would be traversed at frequency 2f, and a near-zero intensity I- would be

modulated at frequency 2f; the signal produced by D3 would not be amplified by

the PAR referenced to the sine wave of frequency f - 500 Hs. However, when

OPD In the HZ changed because of optical system variations, the modulation of

~t5
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t" would Increase In the 500-bf component. The phase of the modulation roea-

tiue to the reference sine wave gave an algebraic sigp to the OPD change.

This component of the signal from D3 was amplified by the PAR, mixed with the

dither sine wave, and Impressed on the FL? mirror driver to correct the OPD

change. This hill-climbing action continuously minimized I- as long as the

OlDchagewas not too sudden and not more than about 5 tin. or half the

maxium translation capability of the PL-80.

Thus the 14Z was locked to a fringe. Locking to the central multiline

f rings held the NZ at zero OPD. Adjustment of the HZ to the central fringe

was tested by varying the spectral content of the probe-laser beam and

observing a quiescent control signal taken from the PZ-70 low-voltage output

(HY * 100).

To test locking response, the control loop was alternately opened and

closed by chopping the bean to D3 at 28 cps.

16



IV. RESULTS

The results of locking the HZ to the central fringe are shown without

pin (g -0) In Fig. 2. Note the 2f modulation of 1-(O)o

Locking with gain £ is shown in Fig. 2b. Average gain g - 0.06/cm can

be calculated from Eq. (9), assuming single-line radiation, since I+(O)max

I+(O) - I from Fig. 2a. Gain increased I- only slightly, in accordance with

Eq. (16).

The response of the locking system to chopping the control loop is shown

in Fig. 3. Figure 3a shows a good 2f modulation of I- when the loop is

closed. Figure 3b shows frequency-f modulation of I- and therefore poor

locking. It also shows Jumping between fringes* This gives a calibration of

the fringe spacing of 320 V applied to the PZT mirror driver. Locking was

attained in about 5 me for a small OPD correction of about r in Fig. 3a.

Figure 4a shows line-switching induced by a ramp voltage impressed on the

PZT of the probe laser cavity. Figure 4b shows the effect of this two-line

input on the locking system with the MZ adjusted to zero OPD. Figure 4c shows

the effect of this input on locking with the MZ adjusted off zero OPD. Note

the erratic response of the control signal and 1-. This erratic response to

induced changes in the spectral output of the probe laser was used to deter-

mine when OPD was not zero. Jumping fringes to find a quiescent signal was a

means of locating zero OPD to within * 2 fringes, without recourse to visible

fringes.

Figure 5 shows, in the top six traces, the individual spectral-line

intensities as monitored continuously by the array spectrometer. Voltage on

each trace is measured downward from the baseline for that trace. Note the

oscilloscope-channel sensitivities listed at left. The bottom trace shows a

simultaneous spectrum recorded from the rotating grating. This and similar

photos were used to calibrate the array spectrometer. The calibration coeffi-

cients Ct are given in Table 1.

17
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Fig. 2. (a) Nultiline Fringe Intensities X*(g -0) and 1-(g -0)

Locking without Gain. Relative intensity Is measured
upward from baselines (I - 0). (b) Hultiline Fringe
Intensities IT(g) and I(g) Locking with Gain (amplifier
on). Baselines are the ease as In (a), above.
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of US. at Zero 0?PD; (c) If feet of ILS of f Zero 0?PD
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Table 1. Calibration CoefficientsC

1 2 3

I IiG(rel) 1, (rel) Ii (rel) 11 (rel) li (rel) Ii (rel) C, (avg)
R(V) Array (V) RG Array RG Array Norm

1 1.0 0.25 1.5 0.25 0.9 0.20 1.0

2 0.06 0.005 0 0 0.12 0.012 2.3

3 1.60 0.07 0.75 0.03 0.70 0.03 4.7

4 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 0.30 0.08 0.60 0.13 0.60 0.13 0.9

6 1.30 0.23 0.75 0.11 0.55 0.10 1.2
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Figure 6 shows the single-line fringe scans without gain as recorded by

the array speczrometer. Note the visibility V - 1.0 for all scans. A simul-

taneously recorded multiline fringe scan is also shown. In the multiline scan

(upper photo), fringe intensity is measured upward from the baseline. The

upper trace shows a blip of white-light fringes. The intensity of the single-

line fringes is measured downward from the baseline for each scan.

Figures 7 and 8 show single-line and multiline fringe scans with gain

(arc laser amplifier on). Baselines for the multiline fringe scans are

indicated and are the same as for Fig. 6. Visibilities of the central fringes

were calculated and compared as follows:

Nultiline Single-line

Figure 7: V - 0.81 * 0.02 = - 0.80 * 0.13
z max + Im n

Figure 8: V - 0.83 * 0.02 n- l 0.82 * 0.08
E mWx + E Imin

From this result it was concluded that dispersion in our amplifier was negli-

gible for the probe-laser input used.

The effect of gain on phase-locking was not tested beyond observing that

locking continued when the amplifier was on.
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Fig. 6. Scan of Multiline Interference Fringes through Zero
OFD* Laser Amplifier Powr of f
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ARC ON

WHITE UGHT

MULTIUNE 2 Vldiv

BASEUNE

MULTIUNE 5 V/div

P1141 10 V/div
P1151 0.1 Vldiv

b. P1161 10 V/div
Pll7) 0.01 V/div
P2(5) 5 V ldiv

P2-6- 0.05 V/ div
P2(71 0.02 V/div

[ OPD

FIg. 7. scan of multnine interference Fringes through Zero

OPD, Laser Amplifier Power On
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BASEUINE

MULTIUINE BASELINE (AC)
.- \Pl4) AIN10 V/div

'b. -Pl(5) NO SIGNAL
\Pl11w NO GAIN 10 V/div

NO SIGNAL
211GAIN 5 V/d6

NP21Ul GAIN 00 1
N'P2(7) NO SIGNAL

Fis. So scan of Nutitln. interference Fringes through Zero
019, Laser Amplifiler Power on
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Continuous phase matching of multiline HF-laser beams split off from one

parent beam was demonstrated in principle by means of a phase-locked, Mach-

Zehnder interferometer. Two collinear beams in the direct exit of the MZ were

continuously phase-matched when the intensity out of the indirect exit was

held to a minimum by a mirror-dither, hill-climbing servo system operating at

a dither frequency of 500 Hi. This held OPD in the HZ to * Tu about zero

OPD. For a given spectral input, the interferometer could be locked to any

value of OPD where there was an interference-intensity minimum in the indirect

exit. Varying the spectral input when locking off zero OPD produced erratic

locking. At zero OPD, variations in spectral input had no effect on locking.

This effect was used to check that the Interferometer was locked to the

central fringe. The response of the system to opening the feedback control

loop was tested. When the loop was reclosed, locking was recovered in less

than 5 ms for a drift of OPDo Amplification of one beam within the HZ was

found to have little effect on locking, even though central-fringe visibility

was decreased.

An array spectrometer was used to monitor single-line interference inten-

sities In the direct exit while scanning OPD. This was done to measure typi-

cal laser spectral content and amplifier gain on each line. Equations were

developed to measure the gain from single-line fringe visibility.

Resonant dispersion In the amplifier was found to have no observable

effect In this system. This was demonstrated by comparing the visibility of

the multiline central fringe with the Intensities of the additive component

single-line central fringes. Here measurements were made on the assumption

that the central fringe was the middle of the central lobe of fringes. This

assumption is not entirely justified since resonant dispersion could possibly

induce an OPD shift in the central lobe without decreasing visibility at the

center of the lobe. Our fringe records were not accurate enough to show the

absence or presence of such an OPD shift.
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It is our contention that, with more accuracy and better coincidence of

recording of the single-line fringes, any significant shift of the central

lobe caused by dispersion could be observed. This technique may thus be

applicable to testing the degree to which two larger amplifiers are matched In

their dispersion and act as compensators for each other. It can be used in

the absence of any system for actively controlling phase.

A final system for phase matching of parallel amplified mult line laser

beams would require specifications of frequency response, which say require a

higher dither frequency and larger path length correction capability to

respond to high-frequency large-eaplitude system vibrations. lapid fluctua-

tions in gain that are uncorrelated with Input-beam spectral content would

have to be addressed in amplifier design. Our measurements of gain were done

at a rate of about 300 l and shoved gain to vary slowly, which Implies that

dispersion also varies slowly. Fluctuations in gain and dispersion that are

correlated with input-beam spectral content should produce compensatory

phase shifts in identical amplifiers driven by Identical inputs and should

result In a visibility of unity for the central multiline fringe.

Gain-measurement frequency can be increased by increasing mirror-scan

speed.

The accuracy of comparison of multiline and single-line visibilities is

limited by the physical dimensions of the recorded traces and can be vastly

improved.

Phase-lock circuitry can be tuned to give greater response by employing a

higher dither frequency. This is limited by PZT resonances that are higher

then 2000 lk in some system. 9  Adjusting mixer gains from zero would also

improve locking response.
9

Two amplifiers like the one employed In these experiments might exhibit

dispersion mismatch that would observably affect the visibility of the central

fringe, and thereby the ability of a more sensitive phase-lock system to

continuously match the phases of the multiline output. It seems likely that

two larger amplifiers can be made to match as well as our gain leg matched our

sero-gain leg.
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LABORATORY OPERATIONS

The Laboratory Operations of The Aerospace Corporation is conducting exper-

imental and theoretical investigations necessary for the evaluation and applica-

tion of scientific advances to new military space systems. Versatility and

flexibility have been developed to a high degree by the laboratory personnel in

dealing with the many problem encountered in the nation's rapidly developing

space systems. Expertise in the latest scientific developments is vital to the

accomplishment of tasks related to these problems. The laboratories that con-

tribute to this research are:

S Aerophysics Laborator Launch vehicle and reentry aerodynamics end heat
transfer, propulsion chE1mitry and fluid mechanics, structural mechanics, flight
dynamics; high-temperature thermomechanics, gas kinetics and radiation; research
in environmental chemistry and contamination; cv and pulsed chemical laser
development including chemical kinetics, spectroscopy, optical resonators and
beam pointing, atmospheric propagation, laser effects and countermeasures.

Cheistry and Physics Laboratory: Atmospheric chemical reactions, aso-
spheric optics, light scattering, state-specific chemical reactions and radia-
tion transport in rocket pluses, applied laser spectroscopy, laser chemistry,
battery electrochemistry, space vacuum and radiation effects on materials, lu-
brication and surface phenomena, thermionic emission, photosensitive materials
and detectors, atomic frequency standards, and bioenvironmental research and
monitoring.

Electronics Research Laboratory: Nicroelectronics, GaAs low-noise and
power devices, semiconductor lasers, electromagnetic and optical propagation
phenomena, quantun electronics, laser communications, lidar, and electro-optics;
communication sciences, applied electronics, semiconductor crystal and device
physics, rediometric Imaging; millimeter-wave and microwave technology.

Information Sciences Research Office: Program verification, program trans-
lation, performance-sensitive system design, distributed architectures for
spaceborne computers, fault-tolerant computer systems, artificial intelligence,
and microelectronics applications.

Materials Sciences Laboratory: Development of new materials: metal matrix
composites, polymers, and M foem of carbon; component failure analysis and
reliability; fracture mechanics and stress corrosion; evaluation of materials In
space environment; materials performance in s*ace transportation systems; anal-
ysis of systems vulnerability and survivability in eneny-induced environments.

Space Sciences Laboratory: Atmospheric and ionospheric physics, radiation
from the atmosphere, density and composition of the upper atmosphere, aurora*
and airlow; aagnetompheric physics, cosmic rays, generation and propation of
plea waves In the magnetosphere; solar physics, Infrared stronmy; the
affects of nuclear explosions, magnetic storms, and solar activity on the
earth's atmosphere, Ionosphere, end magnetosphere; the effects of optical,
electromagnetic, and particulate radiations In apace on space systems.
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